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A properly drafted representative agreement has the potential to save your business hundreds of thousands
of dollars. However, a large number of financial services businesses are making do with basic, outdated and
even poorly drafted agreements.
Whilst this article focuses on representative agreements between AFS licensees and their representatives,
similar principles apply to representative agreements between corporate authorised representatives and their
sub-authorised representatives.
Sections 917B and 917C of the Corporations Act 2001 provide that AFS licensees are responsible for the
conduct of their representatives, whether or not the conduct is within authority. The practical effects of this
can be extremely onerous.
Whilst most representatives work honestly and diligently, there is a small number who, from time to time,
engage in conduct which is negligent, dishonest and even fraudulent. Unfortunately, because AFS licensees
are responsible for the conduct of their representatives, they are often targeted by ASIC and aggrieved
clients.
When a representative gives unsuitable or inappropriate advice, it is not uncommon that they will give the
same unsuitable or inappropriate advice to multiple clients. It is also not uncommon that, when the client
complaints start to roll in, the representative will try and keep a low profile or leave to join another licensee,
leaving the "old" licensee to try to pick up the pieces. There are even documented cases where the
representative responsible for the problems with the clients (such as unsuitable or inappropriate advice)
moves to a new licensee and tells the aggrieved clients that he will help the clients recover their losses from
the "old" licensee.
We recently acted for a licensee where the representative's conduct resulted in more than $12 million worth
of claims against the licensee. The representative had a mental breakdown, and the licensee was left with
multiple client complaints and a very angry regulator.
There is a common misconception that insurance cover alone will suffice. However, virtually all professional
indemnity policies contain a number of exclusions. For example, most policies won't respond to conduct
which was dishonest or fraudulent. Even where an insurance policy does respond, there is likely to be
significant "deductibles" or "excesses".
An up-to-date representative agreement, drafted by lawyers with hands-on knowledge and experience with
financial services, can be enormously effective.
When a licensee discovers that its representative has been negligent, dishonest or fraudulent, a well-drafted
representative agreement will allow the licensee to:


terminate the representative immediately;



transfer the representative's clients to another adviser within the licensee group who is able to service
those clients;



restraint the former representative from soliciting the clients; and
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sue the former representative to recover any losses sustained by the licensee as a result of the former
representative's conduct (including, without limitation, all legal fees, compensation payable to clients,
fines and penalties and insurance deductibles).

Although some representatives may have sought to deliberately structure themselves as "men-of-straw", with
key assets held by other persons or entities (such as in the names of spouses or other nominees) we typically
find that most representatives have at least some assets in their own name. In addition, in many cases where
we have sought to bankrupt former representatives in these circumstances (remembering that a bankrupt
cannot act as a financial services representative, and as a consequence will lose control over their client
registers and ongoing renewal and ongoing fees) it is surprising how often the representative can "find" the
money to meet our claims on behalf of licensees.
We have acted for a number of licensees over the past decade where we have been able to successfully
recover damages and indemnities from a wayward representative, which would not have been possible if the
licensee did not have a well-drafted representative agreement.
Health check
If you are not confident answering any of the questions below, you may wish to have your contractual
arrangements with your representatives reviewed by one of our solicitors.
1. Does your representative agreement state what the representative is permitted to do, and equally
importantly, what the representative is prohibited from doing? Most financial services business have
specific requirements as to what their representatives can and cannot do.
2. Does your representative agreement allow you to terminate the representative immediately in certain
situations, e.g. where you reasonably believe the representative has failed to provide financial services
efficiently, honestly and fairly?
3. Does your representative agreement state what happens once the representative has been
terminated? For example, is the representative entitled to take their clients with them? Is the
representative subject to a restraint?
4. Does your representative agreement contain an indemnity clause?
In other words, if your
representative's conduct results in financial claims against your licence, as a result of which you suffer
losses, are you able to sue the representative to recover your losses?
5. Does your representative agreement properly describe how the representative is to be paid for their
services? For example, when is the representative's remuneration calculated and paid? Are you allowed
to set-off the representative's remuneration against amounts which the representative owes you?
6. Does your representative agreement meet the general requirements for a valid contract, including
certainty and completeness. Representative agreements which are insufficiently certain or complete are
unlikely to be upheld by a court.
We can perform a preliminary review of your existing representative agreement and, if we believe that you
need a new or amended agreement, offer you very competitive rates.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The contents of this publication are only intended to provide a summary and general overview of matters of
interest to the financial services and credit industries, and to promote broad discussion. The publication
does not constitute professional advice, nor does it create an advisor-client relationship. You should seek
advice appropriate to your circumstances, needs and objectives before acting or relying on any content in
this publication. Licensee Solutions and Halsey Legal make no warranties or representations about the
content of this publication and excludes, to the maximum extent permissible by law, any liability which may
arise as a result of the use of the content of this publication.
Unless otherwise indicated, Licensee Solutions and Halsey Legal jointly own the copyright in the contents
of this publication.
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